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Exercise 37(8 points total).
Find wellordersW andW∗ such thatW ⊕W∗ is not isomorphic toW∗ ⊕W and explain why (3
points). Similarly, find wellordersW andW∗ such thatW⊗W∗ is not isomorphic toW∗ ⊗W and
explain why (3 points). You can choose one wellorder to be finite. Why can’t both wellorders be finite
in such an example (2 points)?

Exercise 38(4 points).

The ordinalωCK
1 is sometimes called “the least admissible ordinal” and has an equivalent description

in terms of an axiom system called “Kripke-Platek Set Theory”KP. Find out what this means and give
a brief (two to four sentences) description of the connection between the ordinal andKP.

Exercise 39(9 points total).

LetL := {0̇, 1̇, +̇, ×̇} be the language of fields (i.e., 0̇ and1̇ are0-ary function symbols, anḋ+ and×̇
are binary function symbols; if you don’t know what a field is, please find out. On the other hand, the
details are not really important for this exercise.) For a variablex, we define a termx · n by recursion:
x · 1 := x andx · (n + 1) := (x · n)+̇x. Let χn be the formula∃x(¬(x = 0̇) ∧ x · n = 0̇). (Note
thatχ1 never holds.) Letn ≥ 2. We say that a fieldK hascharacteristic≤ n if K |= χn, that it has
characteristic n if n is least such that it has characteristic≤ n, and that it hascharacteristic zero if
for all n, K |= ¬χn.

(1) Prove: Ifϕ is anL-sentence that holds in all fields of characteristic zero, then there is some
natural numbern such thatϕ holds in all fields of characteristicn (4 points).

(2) If Kn is a field of characteristicn andU is a nonprincipal ultrafilter onN, what is the charac-
teristic of the ultraproductUlt(〈Kn ; n ∈ N〉, U) (5 points)?

Exercise 40(4 points).
Explain why Kripke modelsF modelling the natural language notion of “it is allowed that” (i.e.,
F |= ♦ϕ implies “ϕ is allowed”) are not in general reflexive.
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